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har Nigam Limited

lementation of IPMS for differelnt roles of Executives in Territorial Circles

SSAs

are aware that Performance Manirrgement System (PMS) is an important HR tool for

performance oriented culture in t lhe organization. PMS comprises GPMS (Group

Management System),  IPMS(lndiv idual  Performance Management System) and FPMS

ance Management System) out of which GPMS and FPMS have already been

in BSNL on Pan India basis .

hich has been implemented in Corporate Off ice, is now required to be implemented

ntire organization to facilitate transp,arent and objective assessment of performance of

t .

the f ield units prepare IPMS scorqlcards for individual executives, a bank of Key

Indicator(KPls) for various roles in different verticals for Circle offices as well as SSAs

pared and attached ( File: IPMS_K,.PI Bank Territorial_Circles.xls for Circle office,

KPI Bank SSA.xls for SSA).

S Scorecard templates for Head of 
'tenitorial Circle & SSA Head have been prepared

tached (File : IPMS_TemplateJerriitorialCircle-Head.xls for Territorial circle Head,

emplate_SSA_Head.xls for SSA Head)

ew to implement IPMS in the field unit;s, you are requested that

IPMS scorecards Template uploaided for Head of Tenitorial Circle and SSA Head

may be finalized with proper weig,htage and targets against various KPIs.

IPMS scorecards (with proper we:ightage and targets against various KPIs) for all the

Executives in the Territorial Cirr;le and SSA may be got prepared using the above

mentioned KPI banks. and implentented in a time bound manner.

nent to mention that while devising II)MS scorecard of an executive performing different

Circle/SSA, appropriate KPIs may be chosen from various KPI banks for different roles
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time, it may also be kept in mind that IPMS scorecard should consist of a set of 6-8
ance Indicators(KPls) specific to the role(s) of an individual and aligned to

s overall strategic direction. Further, il'"the need is felt by an Executive to add some other
ic to their role in the IPMS scorecard, iit may be added.

wing details of PMS and methodoloSgy to design scorecard(Annexure-I) is enclosed for
please.

a status up-date of implementation in the form of the 'status Tracker' (Annexure-Il)
to Restructuring cell and E-mail at restri{@bsnl.co.in by 15th November 2013.

sed upon al l  that IPMS is proposerd to be an integral component of Performance
including the Annual Performance ,Appraisal process(APAR) of all Executives. Such
assessment would be referenced art regular intervals - monthly/quarterly/annually

rily form the base of decision making in respect of individual officers both for

as personal considerations. As such creation and follow up upon IPMS scorecards for
ives is a key and cri t ical element of ;rerformance monitoring in the organization"

any difficulty in implementation of ahove, this office may please be freely contacted or

be discussed with the following ofl' icer:

Ms. PRABI'{A Jl, DGM(Reste)

Mobile No, : 09868L34447

E-mail  ld. :  dgmrestg@gmail.com

\ r \ t l

GM(

ral Secretary of Associations

information:

MD, BSNL
inancial Directors, BSNL Board



ANNEXI.-IRE.I,,

Performance Management SYstern

A Performa e Management System (PMS) is a key HR tool used to promote a performance

driven cultu and to measure and incent iv ize desired behaviour.

Figurr:: I
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Do the objectives cover the 5-7 most important areas

tlrat this individual should focus on?

As shown i Figure I above, a well developed PMS has the following objectives:

r l inkage to strategy - The Per{ormance Management system shoulddrive

ple to work tclwards fulf i l l ing the cc:rmpany's strategic objectives'

I to encourage appropriate behavior - The system should motivate employees

ards desired behavior to achieve tl 'rre strategic objectives

sistency across Business uni ts (BU.;)  and revers of  organizat ion -The PMS should

ure that there is consistency in the kind of metrics being used horizontally (across

erent BUs) as well as vertically (at cl ifferent levels of hierarchy within a BU)" This is

lortant to ensure fairness across levels and thus promote a healthy and

petit ive work environment.

used _ The pMs should not have a large number of metr ics and should

number that the employee can focus on a day to day basis.

cif ic, Measurable, Actionable, Realistic and Time specific

be l imited

parameters -  The

should be under the
m tr ics should not be ambiguous or 'diff icult to measure' They
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to reward systems - The PMS should have a direct l inkage

performing employees should be suitably rewarded.

Figurr.: II
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Furthermoe, as shown in figure ll, a Performance Management System consists of the

fol lowing elements:

performance Indicators (KPls) - KPls are the objective parameters which form

basis of any pMS. They are typic:ally of 4 types: Financial, Customer/Market,

rations/processes and Employer: development. An appropriate mix of

meters based on these 4 dimerrsions forms the crux of any Performance

agement System. These parameters are formulated depending on their

r tance for a part icular role.  For e,g. ,  d role which is more operat ional  in nature

Network Operations) wil l  have more parameters in the Operations/Processes

ension and a role of  Sales and N/ larket ing wi l l  have more parameters on the

ncial  and Customer/Market dimen:sions

ightage or weighting factor - Every KPI wil l  havea weighting factor associated

in the overall scorecard. The

wi l l  have a higher weight ing
it which signif ies the parameten's importance
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for these KPls to capture their impor:tance. KPls, along with the weighting

, define a scorecard.

t - Once the KPls and weighting factors are defined, the next step is to

ment the scorecard. The defining of targets is the first step in implementing the

sco ard. A realistic target should be set against every KPI in the beginning of the

year Setting of targets is the single most important activity once the KPls and their

wergting factors have been defined. 
' l"he target setting exercise should take into

nt the potential which can be acl"rieved. Targets should be stretched but not

listic in order to motivate the employees to put in effort to achieve them.
acc
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ent - Once the targets are f inal ized, achievement data needs to be f i l led to

ate, the scores. The achievement is measured against the target to arrive at the

against a KPl.

/Marks - The marks are calculated according to a pre-defined formula based on

rget set and the achievement. The marks are calculated on a scale of 0 to L00

every KPl.

ted score - The marks obtained are multipl ied with the weighting factor to

at the weighted score against every KPI

score - The weighted scores against every KPI are summed up to arrive at the

score for the scorecard.
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